
The Inside Story.
The heart of the system.
The Duration™ compressor is a marvel of durability and function. It can take a beating season 
after season, yet still run with exacting precision. It also has one of the lowest failure rates in the 
industry. That means enduring comfort for customers and fewer warranty calls for you.

The SEET Lab.
Where only the strong survive. This is where our reputation for reliability and durability  
is forged daily. Nobody builds them like we do. Because nobody tests them like we 
do. 

The All Aluminum story.
There’s always a better way to do something. When it comes to heat transfer, we’ve 
found it. Our amazing Spine Fin™ technology represents thinking that has advanced 
not only the efficiency of our units, but the whole concept of heat transfer.

The really big finish.
Our outdoor unit louvers aren’t just painted. Because that’s not good enough. Instead, 
we cover them in a high gloss powder coated appliance-grade finish that’s as durable 
as it is attractive. Think of them as the art of comfort, encased in a work of art.
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A symphony of movement.

The scroll compressor volume is formed by the 
orbiting relationship between the two involutes. 
To perform properly, the involutes must stay in 
contact the entire length of the involute.

Duration™ Scroll Compressors:   

First, compression is steady and even, 
which promotes longer equipment life. 
Scroll compressors also use fewer moving 
parts, and require less startup energy. 

Scroll compressors also stand up better to 
refrigerant flooding and debris; if excessive 
liquid refrigerant or foreign objects enter 
the scroll pocket, the scrolls separate and 
allow it to pass through to the system filter 
driers. Scroll compressors also operate with 
less noise, less vibration and require no 
hard-start kits in non-equalizing systems.  

The path through a scroll compressor: simple, unrestricted, efficient gas flow.

Cold, Low Pressure –  
Entering Gas. 

As the orbital scroll begins to 
move around the stationary 
scroll, cold gas is sucked into 
the outer opening.

Warmer, Medium Pressure – 
Interim Gas. 

The open passage is sealed off 
as the gas is drawn deeper into 
the spiral.

Hot, High Pressure –  
Discharge Gas. 

As the spiral continues to 
orbit, the gas is compressed 
into an increasingly smaller 
pocket. By the time the gas 
arrives at the center port, 
it has reached discharge 
pressure. 

The Cycle Starts Again. 

Since the orbiting scroll 
never stops moving, all six 
gas passages work together 
in continual and various 
stages of compression. This 
allows the scroll compressor 
to provide nearly continuous 
suction and discharge. 
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Duration™ Scroll Compressor
Duration Compressors are designed from the ground up with innovative features to increase performance,  
efficiency, and long service life.

1 High Pressure Volume
The small top cap of shell serves as an internal muffler.

2 Discharge Check Valve
To equalize internal shell pressure for easy startups.

3 Bi-Metallic (TOD) Thermal Disc
Bypasses discharge gas.

4 Rotor Counterweights
Allows for smooth operation.

5 Counterweighted Crankshaft/Rotor assemblies
To reduce stresses on the bearings caused by vibration. 

6 Yellow Shows Oil Level

7 Lower Bearings
For greater durability when supporting the crankshaft.

8 Discharge Deflector
Spreads out hot gas to reduce shell temperature.

9 Floating Seal for Axial Conformance
Seals high to low pressure and allows axial conformance.

10  Lower Orbiting Scroll Set
Rotating crankshaft converts to orbiting motion of lower scroll, 
which produces compressed gas.

11  Positive Shutdown/AntiReverse Device
Separates the scrolls at shutdown to vent high-pressure gas, 
eliminate noise and prevent reversal.

12  Internal Overload
Protects motor from overheating.

13  Oil Baffle
Separates oil in sump from churning counterweights.

14  Oil Pick-up (Underneath)

15  Terminal Plug
Assures correct electrical connections.

16  Rubber vibration dampers
To keep compressor movement from  
translating to the rest of the system.
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A symphony of movement.

The innovation of conformance.
To assure a tight compression pocket and more efficient 
operation, American Standard Duration scroll compressors 
operate using a method called “conformance”. This means 
the scrolls move in multiple dimensions during operation, 
adjusting to optimize their path with each others’ movement  
to keep the seal tight. While the fixed scroll moves up and 
down, the orbiting scroll moves in and out using centrifugal 
force and a specially-designed bushing. 

This helps keep the seal between the scrolls as tight and 
efficient as possible, allowing more gas to be compressed 
with each scroll cycle. Scroll conformance also allows for  
easier low-voltage starts, because as the compressor cycles  
off, the scrolls separate to release all high-pressure gas.

At American Standard Heating & Air Conditioning, we take a different approach to compression. An approach that helps our systems 

last longer, run more efficiently and do a better job keeping customers comfortable. Inside a Duration scroll compressor, you’ll find 

two interleaved cast iron scrolls, one fixed and one orbital. During the compressor cycle, the orbital scroll moves around the fixed 

scroll in a continuous 540-degree cycle to keep a steady pocket of refrigerant moving forward at all times into a smaller and smaller 

area. There are a lot of reasons we went with this innovative design. 

Conformance

Axial
Conformance

Fixed 
Scroll

Low
Pressure

Gas

High Pressure
Gas

Orbiting 
Scroll

Radial Conformance
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Spine Fin’s unique transition joint provides an ideal bond 
between the aluminum fin coils and the copper coils of the 
refrigerant circuit. The joint is ultrasonically tinned with a zinc-
rich aluminum solder. As it comes in contact with the heated 
tubing, the joint forms a thin layer of solder between both base 
metals to resist bi-metallic corrosion.

The unique construction of a Spine Fin means it’s made in one 
continuous piece. The only brazed joints occur at the inlet and 
outlet; fewer brazed joints mean fewer chances for a leak to 
develop. As a result, no other competitor matches the durability 
and reliability of our Spine Fin coils.
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Spine Fin to Plate Fin performance comparison
The Purdue Study

Energy Use Penalty due to contaminated condenser surfaces in 3-ton 10 SEER 
systems (1500 Hrs/Yr operation)

NOTE: Energy use penalty is 61% higher for 
plate fin surface (cumulative over 5 years).

Years of Service Without Cleaning
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Operating Cost Penalty for contaminated condenser surfaces in 3-ton 10 SEER systems

Years of Service Without Cleaning

NOTE: Performance degradation amounts 
to about 1.1% per year for Spine Fin, as 
compared to plate fin degradation of about 
1.7% per year.

Spine Fin: optimized for heat transfer inside and out.
Careful examination of the Spine Fin 
shows just how perfectly suited 
it is for its task. For starters, 

nobody else uses a premium 
Spine Fin all-aluminum coil. 

Frankly, we can’t imagine using 
anything else. Aluminum not only 

stands up to corrosion extremely well, 
it transfers heat efficiently, too.  

Inside, the tube’s surface is grooved for better heat transfer. 

Outside, you’ll find the fins that make Spine Fin coils legendary 
for many reasons. Thousands of tiny metal fingers create a larger 
heat transfer surface that lets plenty of air flow in and around 
the fins, drawing heat away. One inch of Spine Fin coil has 24 
rows and 800 fins compared to a typical plate fin condenser 
coil which has 14 to 22 fins per inch. The spine’s greater 
surface area means air can flow at a lower volume, exposing 
the fins to fewer contaminants over time. But thanks to their 
brilliant design, even when they are exposed to dirt or frost 
in the air, the Spine Fin coil’s design makes it more resistant 

to buildup. Since contaminants build from the inside 
out, the fins maintain plenty of surface area exposed to 
the air. So even when they have a substantial buildup of 
contaminants, known as “depth loading”, Spine Fin coils can 
continue transferring heat in or out of the system. 

Making the fins that make the difference.
During the manufacturing process, high-quality aluminum 
tubing is pulled through a bath of thermal conductive 
adhesive, and then tightly wrapped with ribbons of 
aluminum spine fins. The adhesive not only provides 
greater thermal contact between the tube and fins, it also 
provides a barrier against the intrusion of moisture and 
electrolytes, preventing the two main types of corrosion 
that coils are subject to.

Galvanic corrosion occurs when two different metals 
come in contact with an electrolyte such as salt spray 
or polluted rainwater, and actually create a weak but 
destructive electrical charge. Since Spine Fin coils use 
all-aluminum construction, galvanic corrosion can’t occur. 

The All Aluminum Story
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An American Standard four-sided 
coil with radius corners eliminates 
return bends for greater reliability 
and efficiency. 

Every American Standard Heating &  
Air Conditioning unit is given a 
complete run test when it reaches 
the end of the assembly l ine, 
which includes 67 checks for air 
conditioners, and 110 for heat pumps.

The Spine Fin being created. Spined 
aluminum ribbon is chemically 
bonded to the extruded aluminum 
tube. The color between the fin 
ribbons indicates adhesive pushed 
out by application pressure, which 
further serves to seal the ribbons to 
each other and to the tube.

The second type of corrosion often encountered 
by coils is what’s known as crevice corrosion. 
When small amounts of water seep into 
microscopic cracks through capillary action, they 
can create inefficient barriers between regular 
fins and tubes. The adhesive used to bind Spine 
Fin coils together seals against this microscopic 
seepage, maintaining top efficiency. 

Technology that passes the test.
When you install an American Standard Heating &  
Air Conditioning unit, you know it’s been 
rigorously tested at the factory using our time 
and expense. Not yours or your customers’. That 
includes our coils. Spine Fin coils will undergo 
as many as five internal tests before they’re 
installed and shipped. 

Test 1: 
Coils are pressurized with hydrogen/nitrogen 
and leak-tested within a pressure bell.

Test 2:
Units placed on a vacuum system.

Test 3: 
After vacuum, the unit is charged with refrigerant 
after verification of acceptable vacuum level.

Test 4: 
All units then proceed to a halogen leak tester 
used to detect refrigerant leaks.

Test 5: 
All units are leak-tested once again using a 
halogen leak tester just prior to final assembly. 
Some units are randomly selected for audit at 
the end of the assembly line as well.

Even with heavy contaminant 
buildup, or “depth loading,” Spine Fin 
coils have plenty of metal exposed to 
the air to transfer heat.

Our construction uses fewer brazed 
joints for reliability. The few that we 
do use are checked multiple times 
during the manufacturing process.

U.S. Naval research confirms the benefits of aluminum construction.

The heavy concentrations of salt and pollution found in 
coastal and urban environments can introduce substantial 
corrosion to heat exchangers. According to an unbiased 
study conducted by the United States Navy Civil Engineering 
Laboratory, Naval Construction Battalion Center in 
Port Hueneme, California, aluminum construction resists 
this corrosion better than conventional copper and 
steel construction. In fact, after 24 months of corrosive 

conditions, test results showed aluminum 
heat exchangers performed 32% better than 
those made with copper and aluminum, 
leading the Navy lab to conclude that “uncoated aluminum 
tube/aluminum fin heat exchangers are more thermally 
efficient than either the uncoated copper tube/copper fin or 
copper tube/aluminum fin heat exchangers after two years 
of operation in a temperate marine environment.”

Making Heat Transfer History
In our quest to build the best heating and cooling equipment on the planet, we’ve come up 

with a better way to do a lot of things. Our Spine Fin™ technology represents a substantial 

improvement over conventional methods of heat transfer, even in adverse conditions.
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The Story of Comfort Coil™ Technology 
American Standard Heating & Air Conditioning’s indoor Comfort Coils have been designed for years 

of trouble-free service and easy maintenance. They’re easy to access, and thanks to all-aluminum 

construction, they’re incredibly resistant to corrosion and rust.

Why our coils continue 
to lead the industry. 
A story of formicary corrosion,  
and how we put it to bed.
Since the inception of the home comfort industry, all 
manufacturers have faced the very real problem of 

formicary corrosion. This corrosion comes 
not from the quality of manufacture, but 
from copper’s natural tendency to absorb 
and bond with indoor contaminants in the 
air. During normal operation, copper indoor 
coil tubing can be exposed to chemical 
waste, dirt, and even organic acids found 
in everyday air, especially in today’s more 
tightly sealed homes. Formicary corrosion 
is notorious for causing tiny pinhole, or 

“champagne” leaks in the surface of an indoor coil’s 
copper tube. So we found a better way.

An aluminum solution to a copper problem.
Rather than finding new ways to prevent formicary 
corrosion, American Standard simply eliminated the 
problem altogether by creating the industry’s first truly 
reliable, production-friendly aluminum indoor coil. With 
aluminum tubes, aluminum fins, aluminum tube sheets 
and aluminum end plates, it represents the leading edge 
of corrosion-resistant coil technology. Different grades 
of aluminum are used for two reasons. First, the use of 
different grades of aluminum helps transfer heat more 
efficiently. Second, if the indoor coil is forced to operate in  
an extremely corrosive environment, the aluminum alloy 
fins will absorb the corrosive elements long before the 
tubing does, preventing it from developing pinhole leaks 
due to formicary corrosion.

After 500 hours of salt spray, 
a galvanized steel tube sheet 
with a copper tube shows 
substantial corrosion.

After 500 hours of salt spray, 
an all-aluminum tube sheet 
with an aluminum tube shows 
virtually no corrosion.

Formicary Corrosion Test

By looking at magnified cross sections of aluminum and 
copper tubes, the results of an accelerated formicary 
corrosion test can be seen with the naked eye. After 
127 days of exposure in an accelerated environment, 
aluminum tubes showed only minor surface corrosion. 
After 12 days of exposure, copper tubes completely 
failed with through-wall penetration.

Note: The test for formicary susceptibility of Alloys 
A (Aluminum) and C (Copper) was performed by 
Corrosion Testing Laboratories, Inc. in August 2004.

Aluminum
62x 500x

Copper
62x 500x

The All Aluminum Story
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Our rotating coil washer spins the coils through the cleaning tank to 
remove any oils from the manufacturing process. A cleaner coil means 
brazed joints form better with less chance of leakage.

Each coil is pressurized with hydrogen/
nitrogen and leak-tested within a pressure 
bell. Sensitive mass spectrometers in the 
vacuum lines can detect a leak as small as 
0.1 ounce per year.

Sloped drip pans prevent buildup of 
moisture, mildew and bacteria.

100% foil insulation
Easy to wipe off and 
contributes to quiet 
operation.

Split inner coil panels
Makes coil cleaning a snap! 
Clean coils are more efficient, 
increase system life and 
improve indoor air quality.

TXV line design
Allows use of second backup 
wrench when tightening to 
prevent twisting.

Coil attachment method
Makes it easy to secure coil to 
furnace. Insert 4 standoffs and 
use self-drilling screws to firmly 
attach.

Service port
For quicker, easier 
serviceability.

External coil connection 
improvements.

As every professional knows, proper cleaning is 
the secret to extending the life of any system. 
A dirty evaporator coil not only loses some of its heat transfer efficiency,  
it also impedes airflow. That puts stress on every component and reduces 
energy efficiency. It also exposes your customers to more airborne 
impurities, as the air is constantly circulating through a dirty coil. American 
Standard Comfort™ Coils are designed with cleaning in mind. Since they’re 
made from aluminum, they’ll resist the corrosion. And easily-removable 
door provides quick access for cleaning and routine maintenance, while  
a removable inner coil panel further simplifies cleaning.  So the system  
can always perform at peak efficiency.
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The premium paint coating in the industry. 
The only finish good enough for American Standard 
also happens to be the best in the industry. It all starts 
with the way we apply it. Ultraviolet rays break down the 
chemical bonds in normal liquid paint, resulting in fading 
and chalking. So instead, we cover our cabinet louvers in 
Super Durable powder paint, known for its resistance to 
the effects of UV light. Rather than painting or spraying, 
powder paint is affixed using electrostatic bonding, and 
baked in a superheated oven. This results in a more 
durable finish, but it also makes coverage more even; 
during the liquid painting process, surface tension causes 
paint to recede from the edges. Our powder-painting 
method actually causes an electrostatic charge to build 
around the edges, causing more paint to collect around 
these critical areas for greater resistance to corrosion and 
rust. 

The foundation of an extraordinary finish.
Even after ten years in service, our units look brand new. 
To get that kind of corrosion resistance, you have to 
start from the ground up. On most products, we start 
with non-stabilized galvanic steel and apply our own 
pretreatment right before powder painting, ensuring no 
zinc phosphate is lost in forming or handling. During the 
six-stage pretreatment process, the surface is thoroughly 
cleaned then etched to provide better adhesion with 
the zinc phosphate. On a microscopic level, the zinc 
phosphate’s interlocking crystalline structure covers the 
steel thoroughly, while providing a rough surface that 
gives the tiny powder paint particles an even greater 

In American Standard’s powder paint facility, 90,000 
volts are applied to the paint as it exits the gun. The 
paint gives up its electrons to the grounded metal, 
resulting in a smooth finish.

In the cross section of a louvered panel above, 
liquid paint has clearly receded from the edges 
due to surface tension during the painting 
process. A cross section of a powder-painted 
louver below shows thicker coverage around the 
edges where it’s needed most.

The really big finish.
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area to hold on to. 

The finish goes on. And on.
After pretreatment, the parts to be powder-painted are 
sent to the powder application booth. As it’s applied, the 
heavy coating of paint particles is positively charged with 
90,000 volts, so it sticks tenaciously to the grounded metal 
parts as they move through the painting process.

After powder application, the parts go through a series 
of ovens to gradually heat, melt and cure the particles 
together for uniform coverage and airtight corrosion 
resistance. This results in a finish that’s smooth as glass, 
consistent and as attractive as it is durable. 

Durability on all sides.
While other manufacturers are content to use mesh or 
wire guards to protect their coils, our standards demand 
more. Instead, American Standard uses full louvers made 
of heavy galvanized steel to protect our coils. Found on all 
four sides, these louvers provide superior protection from 
hail, lawn equipment and gardening implements.

Even our paint gets 
the torture test. 
To make sure it continues to live up to our standards, 
a two-pound sample of all new paint powder is sent 
to the lab for analysis. This sample is color-certified 
for uniformity, and then applied to phosphate-coated 
test panels to be baked and evaluated 
for thickness, hardness, proper 
adhesion, flexibility and impact 
resistance.

Accelerated testing is then 
performed on these panels, 
during which they’re subjected 
to caustic blasts in laboratory 
salt-spray cabinets and placed 
in a weathering tester where 
they endure ultraviolet light and 
simulated bad weather. If the 
paint sample passes, it’s sent on 
to our factory. If it doesn’t pass, 
it’s sent back.

Under magnification, galvanized steel 
(above) has a surface that’s relatively 
smooth. After zinc phosphate treatment 
(below) the surface is full of rough edges, 
giving the paint plenty of places to bond.

American Standard Heating & Air Conditioning 
designs durable products from the inside out, 
using materials that resist wear and tear and 
adverse climate conditions.

Durability is in the Details. 
American Standard Heating & Air Conditioning’s quality and durability go 

far beneath the surface. But that doesn’t mean the surface doesn’t get our 

same attention to detail. Rather than merely paint our cabinets, we use an 

electrostatic process to powder coat them, then we cure them at high 

temperatures for a glossy finish that stands up to Mother Nature’s worst.  

Just like the components inside.
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ROUND 1: 
Heating defrost with snow 
Outside temp: 23° with snow and ice 
Inside temp: 105°

In this test, the heat pump must 
maintain an inside room at 105° 
while operating in sub-freezing 
conditions. The coil must be free 
of ice build-up in order to perform 
under these conditions. This test 
will require the compressor to 
work very hard and run almost 
continuously.

ROUND 2: 
Cooling 
Outside temp: 100° with fan shut off 
Inside temp: 75°

This test causes the unit to cycle on 
overload by simulating outdoor fan 
failure. This test will also determine  
if the unit will restart after it cools  
down. Thanks to American 
Standard’s innovative dual safety 
components, the IPR valve opens 
and discharges hot gases over the 
internal motor overload, which in 
turn opens and shuts down the 
compressor. The IOL is designed 
to take the compressor off-line if 
any combination of temperature 
and current exceeds motor 
winding tolerances.

ROUND 3: 
Minimum load heating 
Outside temp: 0° 
Inside temp: 90°

Minimum refrigerant flow causes 
lesser motors to seize due to 
bearing oil starvation, burning  
the bearings in the process. 
Because of its brilliant design,  
the Duration™ compressor 
has the velocity to pull oil  
back through the lines and  
into the compressor to keep  
the bearings lubricated. 

ROUND 4: 
Power shut off

This test simulates the adverse 
conditions of a sustained power 
outage. After 12 hours without 
electricity, most of the oil will 
drain or wash off the bearing 
surfaces by refrigerant migration. 
The level of oil in the reservoir  
at the bottom of the sump has 
floated above the oil pump 
opening due to the heavier 
liquid refrigerant. During the 
harsh startup with low oil 
pressure, American Standard’s 
unique bearing plating will serve  
as a boundary lubricant until oil 
flow is established. 

SEET 

Systems  
Extreme  
Environmental 
TestThe SEET Laboratory

2,688 hours of the worst possible conditions. For the best possible reasons.
Our reputation for durability is earned every day as our engineers put American Standard heat pumps 
through the worst scenarios they can dream up. Each test unit will undergo a two week regimen 
of brutal extremes, eight consecutive times. At the end of the 16-week period, every component 
is carefully disassembled and examined for weak spots or areas of potential failure. It’s the most 
grueling test bed in the business. But it helps us build  the best systems in the industry. 
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Snowball: A Legendary Test of Strength and Endurance.
Underneath that frozen condensate sits a remarkable symbol of American Standard Heating & Air Conditioning quality. 
Meet Snowball. As part of our research into adverse conditions and durability, Snowball was put into a continuous 
flood-back test to see how long it would last before it failed. 27 years later, we finally got our answer. This incredible 
resilience demonstrated the Duration compressor’s reliability under adverse conditions like low indoor airflow or system 
overcharge. Now imagine how long it’ll last when it’s not fighting for its life.

Our Duration compressors are tested in heat pumps, 

because that’s the application where they have to 

work the hardest. In the SEET lab, these heat pumps 

are subjected to an environmental roller coaster 

far beyond anything they’d encounter in the real 

world; one day, we’re cooking them in the heat and 

moisture of a Gulf Coast summer, the next, we’re icing  

them over in a simulated New York blizzard. All the 

while starting them up and shutting them down 

as abruptly as we can. 24 hours a day, every day, for 

sixteen straight weeks. 

Every heat pump in the lab goes through 2,688 hours 

of this testing that simulates years of operating under 

extreme weather conditions, while being monitored 

constantly for any signs of weakness. 

We give our compressors a lot of individual attention 

as well. During testing, our engineers will run them 

at twice their normal operating pressure or at six 

times the rated current. They’ll also run them at twice 

the normal operating temperature levels and then 

turn them on and off at ten times their normal cycle 

rate for weeks at a time. 

We subject our equipment to this kind of torture, 

because it helps us create a better product. In 

the end, the worst-case scenario helps us build the 

best systems.

It’s here our systems earn 
their reliable reputation.
We believe in durability. In fact, you could say it’s almost an obsession. That’s why we created 

the Systems Extreme Environmental Test (SEET) Lab. It’s sort of a worst-case scenario that helps 

us refine and improve our systems using the most severe conditions as a test bed.

ROUND 5: 
Cooling maximum load #2 
Outside temp: 135° 
Inside temp: 100°

This searing heat test forces the 
compressor to run continuously 
at high temperatures, removing 
excessive indoor heat and getting 
rid of it outdoors. 

WHAT IT IS: A controlled testing environment that simulates extreme weather conditions. 

WHAT IT TESTS: Heat pump systems.

LENGTH OF TEST: 16 weeks of high stress, accelerated conditions simulating five years of wear and tear. 

WHY IT EXISTS:  SEET supports American Standard Heating & Air Conditioning’s manufacturing philosophy of testing
in the lab, not in a consumer’s home. All of American Standard’s testing procedures are conducted 
at much higher extremes and in more stressful conditions than the rest of the industry.

ROUND 6: 
Cooling flood 
Outside temp: 85° 
Inside temp: 80,° indoor blower off

This test subjects the compressor 
to the mechanical stresses of 
liquid refrigerant flood back, 
a condition caused by gross 
system overcharge or blocked 
indoor airflow. 

ROUND 7: 
Cooling maximum load #1 
Outside temp: 125° 
Inside temp: 80°

This test attempts to force the 
compressor to shut down under 
the stress of high load and 
voltage  conditions. 

ROUND 8: 
Power shut off

The compressor is started with 
low bearing oil pressure, a test 
that turns lesser compressors 
into seized-up junk.
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Real Efficiency. Real Reliability.

American Standard air conditioners and heat 
pumps set the industry standard because 
we use only the highest-quality materials, 
and build in countless innovations that 
contribute to overall system performance.  
Like valves made of surgical-grade steel. 
Lightweight piston components to reduce 
startup torque and stress. The fewest number 
of brazed joints in the industry, reducing the 
number of potential leak areas. All-aluminum 
construction that resists corrosion better 
than the copper and galvanized steel used 
by other manufacturers.  

Why are we so reliable? Like our air conditioners and heat pumps,  
the list goes on and on.  
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Platinum Series Air Handler
At American Standard Heating & Air Conditioning, it’s our goal to deliver the utmost in comfort and 

efficiency to our customers. And we designed our new air handlers with that goal in mind. Whether it’s 

the supreme comfort and efficiency of our Platinum Series, or the reliable performance of our Gold Series, 

each and every air handler comes with innovative components and precision craftsmanship. Because our 

customers deserve a higher standard of comfort.
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1 Unique Cabinet Design
Designed unlike any other air handler on the market, so less moisture and 
fewer dust particles are drawn in from garages, attics or crawl spaces. This 
double-wall cabinet 
design also helps prevent energy loss and virtually eliminates 
condensation. And for better air quality, the cabinet is also easy to clean, 
inside and out.

2 Fully Enclosed Insulation
Built with a layer of dense foam between its inner and outer 
walls to seal in cool, crisp air. This increases efficiency, 
while eliminating loose fiberglass insulation that can break 
off and enter the airstream.

3 All-Aluminum Coil
Substantially more durable than conventional copper coils, which means 
longer system life, as well as less chance of refrigerant leaking into the 
atmosphere.

4 Vortica™ Blower
Specially constructed for quiet operation, the Vortica Blower also helps 
reduce overall energy use and carbon footprint.

5 Flexible Design
Thanks to its smaller size and easy configuration, more installation 
options are available throughout the home.

6 Control Board Pocket
A dedicated slot for the control board protects it from humidity in the 
airstream and extends its life.

7 Electronic Refrigerant Flow and Regulation
Refrigerant flow is regulated with an electronic expansion 
valve for greater system life and maximum reliability.

8 “No Leak” Drain Pan
Made from rust-resistant polycarbonate, this unique drain 
pan is gently sloped to eliminate standing water.

9 Heating Options
Can accommodate either electric or hydronic heat with no modification 
to the cabinet.

10 Corrosion Resistant Finish
Thanks to a high quality finish, the air handler will look great for years 
to come.

  Indicates American Standard Heating & Air Conditioning 
technology you won’t find anywhere else.
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Built for you.
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There are more than 130 years of 
comfort behind this name.

To be an industry leader, you have to look in two directions at once: forward and backward.

Forward, to bring newer, more innovative products to market, to harness ever-developing 

technology, and to keep customers comfortable with less energy.

Backward, to draw on more than 130 years of expertise, research and testing to make sure 

everything we build is as durable as it can be. And that it works well enough to deserve the 

American Standard Heating & Air Conditioning name.

When we first started making steam boilers and radiators over a hundred years ago, we chose 

to do things differently. We chose to use premium materials over cheaper substitutes. 

We tried new designs rather than reusing conventional ones. We chose to build systems that 

would stand up to years of use even in the worst conditions imaginable. This approach 

has earned us a reputation for quality and reliability that we continue every day. With our 

dealers, with our customers, and in print.  

In 2016, readers of a national product testing and research magazine rated American Standard 

Heating & Air Conditioning’s air conditioners and heat pumps as the most reliable brand among 

leading manufactures.  In 2015, readers of the same national product testing and research 

magazine also rated American Standard gas furnace as the most reliable.

American Standard has also won multiple prestigious design awards.  In 2017, the 22 SEER 

Ductless Multi-Split Heat Pump won a Platinum ADEX award, the highest honor, and in 2016, the 

AccuComfort Platinum 18 Air Conditioner and Gold 824 Smart Control both won Platinum ADEX 

awards as well.

In 2017, the Asthma and Allergy Foundation of America and Allergy Standards Limited recognized 

the AccuClean whole home air cleaner from American Standard with an asthma & allergy 

friendly® certification. This is the first whole home air cleaner in the in-duct electrostatic air 

cleaner category to receive the program’s mark.

At American Standard, we are committed to building our products to a higher standard.
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